Your holidays start already with a
feeling of well-being in our cosy
Apartment Eileen ****.
Enjoy your active holidays directly in
front of our door: whether you prefer
pleasant walks through the forests,
long hiking outings through the
Blackforest or cycling tours here you
will find just what you want. Every
day!

Contact Address
E & L. Klose
Tel/Fax 06 34 1 – 96 95 64
Mobile: 01 76 50 40 75 73
Mobile: 01 76 52 11 45 97
Homepage: www.apartment-eileen.de

Apartment Eileen**** is embedded in park hotel Adrion and faces a beautiful panorama view of the breathtaking
scenery. Within the building our guests have free use of the indoor swimming pool. The swimming pool, sauna and
indoor parking place are easy to get to by lift. The room has a panorama window and French door that leads to a 10m²
balcony. The dining-corner and kitchenette are very modern and well equipped with electrical appliances, i.e. micro,
cooker, oven, fridge etc. The bedroom has a double bed, very large wardrobe and side tables. A three-mirrored door
wardrobe gives the entry hall a beautiful finishing and leads to a gorgeous bathroom with toilet & bathtub.
Facilities in Park Hotel Adrion
Massage Practice in the building
Heated swimming pool
Sauna
Activities offered in Bad Herrenalb
Bike rental, golf, gym, hang-gliding, hiking, horse-back riding, hot springs, jogging, miniature golf, mountain hiking,
open-air pool, paragliding, sauna, swimming, tennis, water park

Apartment Alina is embedded in park hotel Adrion and faces a beautiful panorama view and holiday resort. Within the building our guests have free
use of the swimming pool. The swimming-pool, sauna and indoor parking place are easy to get to by lift. The room has a panorama window and
French door that leads to a balcony. The kitchenette is very well equipped with electrical appliances, i.e. micro, cooker, fridge etc. The apartment has a
double bed, large wardrobe and side tables. TV, table and chairs. Bathroom with toilet & bathtub.
Apartment Alina has a spa treatment area that offers messages, restaurant, a washroom with dryer and an indoor parking place.

Facilities in Park Hotel Adrion
Massage Practice in the building
Heated swimming pool
Sauna
Activities offered in Bad Herrenalb
Bike rental, golf, gym, hang-gliding, hiking, horse-back riding, hot springs, jogging, miniature golf, mountain hiking, open-air pool, paragliding,

To experience the forest is a gift of
nature

During a visit to the
monastery garden, an
inspection of the monastery
plant and the old romantic
church is recommended.
Here, you also have the
possibility to use one of the
barefoot parcours and later
to rest on one of the park
benches. Every Friday there
is an open market where
you could buy all kinds of
products
from
the
agricultural growers.

Holiday Apartment Eileen
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Well-being from air and water
Bad Herrenalb is a state-approved healthy climate cure resort:
Being surrounded by
forest, pure oxygen rich
and dust free air are just
as important factors as its
temperature, humidity and
sun ray. The Bad
Herrenalb
climate
promotes the joy in each
form of activities that are
good for the respiratory
organs. Apart from the healthy air, water is an important nature
element for Bad Herrenalb A “Quellenerlebnispfad“ – source path
– describes visibly why in Bad Herrenalb so many sources and
brooks have valuable effects on health welfare. From
approximately 600 meters of depth comes the special well-being
healing water rich at sodium, calcium, chloride and sulphates.
This creates a marvellous feeling and emphasises your wellness.

.

A visit to the monastery garden is a
must and highly recommended

Approximately 65 million years ago the upper Rhine sunk down
and at the same time rose the Black Forest and Vorgesen.
Consequently, brooks and rivers were formed and valleys and
canyons were created which offers us today the characteristic of
the Black Forest. Water, wind and frost formed romantic rock
formations. In the intersection of 7 valleys Bad Herrenalb offers
ideal conditions for large and small discovery routes.

Leisure for all generations

Our recommendation
After visiting the “Barfuß-Parcours” – barefoot Parcours –
you could picnic on the wide Swiss
meadow and play ball games or
just explore the Alb where it ripples
along. Very close to it, there is a
playground and a mini golf place.
Your holiday Apartment Eileen ***** is
situated in this beautiful area. Bad
Herrenalb is about 300m above sea
level. The apartment faces a beautiful
panorama view of the hotel park, the town and the mountains.
Within the building our guests have free use of the indoor
swimming pool. The swimming pool and sauna are easy to get to
by lift from Apartment Eileen **** No. 58.

The “Waldfreibad” swimming pool that is situated in Albtal is for all
generations. A bath pleasure in natural spring water, surrounded
by green nature. The swimming pool is 25m long with extra baby
pool, high-diving platforms, and a large lawn area to rest and
relax.

Games and Sport
The area is ideal for snooping and learning the most
important golf rules. In
the green paradise in
“Bernbacher Hochtal” –
Bernbacher high valley you could participate in
training, tournaments or
daily games. You have
the choice of a 9-hole
course.

_Total Enjoyment

Full moon and classical nights
Feel the charm of colours, light and live music at full moon
and classical period nights or candlelight evenings:
Dreaming and floating in the thermal baths and Wellness till
midnight

Prießnitz-Spa

Black Forest, the source of health. Enjoy the knowledge of
Vincent Prießnitz, the contemporary and teacher of Sebastian
Kneipp. Experience the ambient of our Spa`s with the unique 700
square meter large Wellness world

Water, light, air and earth

The characteristic Black Forest curative power supported by
modern medical research are some of our offers for your
health.
Photo: Tourism office Bad Herrenalb
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Your welfare and well-being
For your treatment applications sevrice is offered here from 9am
– 10p.m daily. The Therapeutic Bath Federation granted four
Wellness Stars to the “Siebentäler Therme” and appreciated and
praised the Bad Herrenalb concept to combine experienced
applications with medically supported treatments. The Black
Forest wellness products also contribute to the well being feeling.

Adventure in snow covered forest
Snow-shoe-move has a long tradition. Already Indians and
trappers
used
the
technology and in this
country snow shoes were
essential
for
forest
wardens, hunters and
forest workers. Today
snow-shoes belong to
pure winter pleasure.
With one meter high snow
the good and special
construction of the snow-

If your daily routine allows you no free time, this will awaken
within you the longing for .... calm sounds, relaxing baths, soft
smells, well-being and enjoyment. You can expect all these
factors.

In addition, snow-shoes hiking is very healthy because it
strengthens the heart, the circulation and activates the burning of
the calories. The entire body is in movement; the hip and thigh
muscles are particularly trained whereby the joints stay protected

shoes prevents one from sinking.
One walks safely and softly as
walking on well paved path. Use
these offers and relax in snowshoes hiking in the beautiful Bad
Herrenalb forest. The experienced
guides accompany small and large
groups with snow-shoes. .
Depending on weather and snow
situations the groups are guided to the upper parts of Bad
Herrenalb and Dobel. You get to know the environment of Bad
Herrenalb in a different glance by moonlight and star glittering
evenings

Apartment Alina

